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Abstract
Anew spin-dependent deflectionmechanism is revealed by considering the spin-correlated radiation-
reaction force during laser-electron collision.We found that such deflection originates from the non-
zerowork done by the radiation-reaction force along the laser polarization direction in each half-
period, which is larger/smaller for spin-anti-paralleled/spin-paralleled electrons. The resulted anti-
symmetric deflection is further accumulatedwhen the spin-projection onto the lasermagnetic field is
reversed in adjacent half-periods. The discoveredmechanismdominates over the Stern–Gerlach
deflection for electrons of several hundreds ofMeV and 10 PW-level laser peak power. The results
provide a newperspective to study the strong-fieldQEDphysics in quantum radiation-reaction
regime and an approach to leverage the study of radiation-dominated and strong-fieldQEDphysics
via particle spins.

1. Introduction

Spin is an intrinsic property of particles that can play a role in themotion of amoving particle, as illustrated by
the famous Stern–Gerlach (SG) experiment [1]. A particle with non-zero spin can be deflected by SG effect in the
inhomogeneousmagnetic field. In general, the spin effect strongly depends on the gradient of themagnetic field.
Optical lasers, with light intensities approaching 1023 W cm−2, provide large gradient ofmagnetic fields at the
order of 106 Twithin a fewmicrons. Therefore it is a promising driver to trigger the spin effect on particle
dynamics. Previous studies have shown that by colliding∼101 MeV electronswith a laser of∼1022W cm−2,
electronswith spin up/ down can be deflected to an angle of±10−7 rad by the SG force [2]. In the regimewhere
SG effect emerges during collision, it is expected that other exotic phenomena become significant. For instance,
electrons emit high-energy gamma-photons via non-linear Compton scattering and consequently feel recoil,
which is usually referred to as radiation-reaction (RR) force [3, 4]. In the case where the photon energy is
comparable to the electron energy, quantumbehavior appears such that the radiation turns to be stochastic
[5–10]. The electronmotion therefore is governed by the quantum radiation-reaction effect in the strong field
quantum electro-dynamics (QED) picture.

In theQEDperspective, when the spin state of an electron is considered it has been found out that the spin-
anti-paralleled electron tends to radiatemore energy than the spin-paralleled electron and that the electronmay
undergo a spin-flip process during photon emission [11, 12]. Spin-flip effect alongwith the so-called ‘quantum-
jump’ process were also proposed to polarize an electron beam in collisionwith an elliptically polarized laser
pulse [13]. However, in a linearly-polarized (LP) laser pulse the electron spin projection onto themagnetic field
axis in its rest frame oscillates with the laser field and the spin-induced net contribution is averaged to zero.
Considering the SG effect being tooweak as compared to the RR effect [2], present scenarios thus predict no sign
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of significant spin-dependent dynamics for LP laser fields with symmetric field distribution, except that
asymmetry is introduced to the field itself in the few-cycle regime [12, 13]. The newmechanism results from the
coupling between the strong radiation reaction and spin effect, which is not active in the parameters investigated
in [12]

In this work, we show a newmechanism that leads to significant deflection of electrons by spin-induced
effect in a symmetric LP laserfield. This is only possible by coupling the spin dynamics into the radiation-
reaction force. Themechanism,which has not been revealed before, does not rely on artificially introduced
asymmetry of thefield but on the intrinsic oscillating nature of the laser field.We examined the spin-dependent
radiation via the classical and theQEDmodel, which both gave consistent results. This distinctive spin-
dependent effect dominates the SGdeflection effect under the configuration considered in the current work and
accessible for the next-generation 10–100 PW laser facilities [14–19].

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce both the classical and quantummodels of spin-
dependent radiation-reaction; in section 3, the deflection of polarized electron by spin-dependent radiation and
itsmechanism are presented; in section 4, the spin-dependent scenario is reproduced in the unpolarized
electron beamby sign of asymmetric distribution of the polarization of the scattered electrons.

2. Theoretical andnumericalmethods

2.1.QEDSpin-dependent radiation-reactionmodel
Tomodel the stochastic photon emission, we employ theMonte-Carlo (MC) algorithm. The electronmotion as
well as the spin dynamics between photon emission events are treated classically and the photon emission
probability is based onQEDcalculations. Electronmotion and spin dynamics follow the Lorentz equation

g= - + ´t e mp E p Bd d ( ) and the Thomas–Bargmann–Michel–Telegdi equation [20]
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whereE andB are the electric andmagnetic fields,p themomentum, γ the Lorentz factor, e the electron charge,

m the electronmass and = » ´- -a 1.16 10e
g 2

2
3e the anomalousmagneticmoment of electron [21]. The

QED-based photon emission process including electron spin is correlated to the radiation spectrumof the
electron for the spin-paralleled/-anti-paralleled case, similar to the Sokolov–Ternov effect [11] (see also [22])
under the locally constant field approximation (LCFA):
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where F(y) is the synchrotron function, zz ¢ the initial/final quantization value of spin, ρ the photon polarization,
ξ=3χe/2, c = e F p m ce
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for arbitrarily polarized electrons is further developed byDSeipt et al in [12]. For electron polarization vector of
s in its rest frame, the radiation probability rate is [12]
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electromagnetic tensor, e the electron charge,  the reduced Planck constant,m the electronmass at rest, c the
speed of light and =zs s Brest· ˆ , respectively. Here Brest

ˆ is the direction of themagnetic field in the electron’s rest
frame. The results byD Seipt et al are based on the LCFA. This approximation is usually appliedwhen the
formation length of ‘synchrotron-like’ radiation ismuch smaller as compared to the featured scale of the driving
field. In the case of laser-electron interaction, it has been shown that LCFA is valid at ca 1e0

3  [23] and the
radiation of low energy photon is valid for d c ae 0

3 [24]. In this work, we have a>100 andχe<1, well
beyond the above criteria. Here, a0=eE/mcω is the invariant field strength parameter.
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The spin-dependent spectrumof an electron in (anti-)parallel state given by equation (3) is consistent the
results from thewell-known Sokolov–Ternov equation in equation (2). The radiation probability can also be
classified to spin-flip case d yPd d dflip and non-flip one d yPd d dnonflip [12], for convenience of numerical
modeling, where the electron undergoes  -s s during photon emission in the spin-flip case.

TheQED-MC algorithm is implemented to calculate photon emission events. At each time step, the
radiation probability rate  is calculated according to the localχe value aswell as the spin state. According to the
QED-MCmethods in [25], two uniform randomnumbers are generated in the [0, 1] section to sample the
spectrumof the probability rate. The probability rate calculatedwith thefirst randomnumber r1 ismultiplied
with time stepΔψ. If the second randomnumber y< Dr2 · , then a photon of energy r1 is radiated. Photon
recoilΔp=r1·γmc is applied to the electron viamomentum conservation after photon emission. To solve the
energy cut-off in the low energy part of the spectrum introduced by numericalmethods, we implement the
modified event generator [25] to include the low energy photon emission.

The spin-flip and non-flip events are calculated by theweights of the flip probability rate  flip at each time
step. If another uniformly generated randomnumber <  r3 flip , electron undergoes  -s s process;
otherwise the spin stays undisturbed by radiation.

2.2. Classical spin-dependent radiation-reactionmodel
For classical description of spin-dependent radiation, one canmultiply aGaunt factor calculated by averaging
equation (2) [26] to the classical Landau–Lifshitz equation [27]

c c c c= + - + + + ´ + + -g s s s1 2.54 1.28 4.34 2.58 1 ln 1 1.98 0.11 . 4s
e e e e
2 2 3[ ( ) ( )( ) ( ( ) )] ( )

The electron spin is parallel or anti-parallel to the chosen axisBrest. In ultra-relativistic limit, the RR force is
approximately g~ g aFs s

RR
2 2. Aswewill show later, the results from the classical spin-dependent RR from

equation (4) are consistent with the one from statistics of theQED calculation using equation (3). The
contribution from spin-flip process is ignored here due to lowflip-rate. The stochastic quantum effect is omitted
in classical description.However, its averaged representation successfully interprets the spin-dependent
radiative deflection. As a comparison, we also calculate the deflection from the Stern–Gerlach force

= q mF s BSG eff( · ) induced by the gradient of the field, where g g g= - ´ +mcB B p E 1eff
2 ( ) [2].

3. Results

In ourmodeling, the laser propagates along the z-axis, with x̂ the E-field direction and ŷ the B-field direction.
Electron spin is defined in this coordinate with a unit vector; e.g. (0,±1,0) indicates the spin is parallel/anti-
parallel to the y-axis. Head-on collision between polarized electrons and a laser isfirstly investigated using the
QED-MCmethod.We start with the simplest situationwhere the laser is approximated by

y y= -E x w NE x exp sin 2 cos 50
2

0
2 2ˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

for the electricfield and = E cB y xˆ for themagnetic field.Here E0 is the electric field amplitude,w0 the beam
waist at e−1,ψ=ω t−kz the phase,N the pulse lengthmeasured bywavelength (800 nm), respectively. This is
valid since the electrons pass only the near-axis part of the laser beam. Electrons are initially polarized along±y
so that the spin-vector does not precess. In the head-on collision setup and the approximation of (5), the Brest

ˆ is
consistent with themagnetic field the laboratory frame because
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whereβ=v/c. Therefore s Brest· ˆ oscillates with laser phase.
InQED-MCmodeling, we find that there is no tendency of anti-symmetric deflection for a spin-free

electron, i.e. the averaged deflection angle qá ñ stays near zero.However, when spin is considered, electrons of
opposite spin-orientation (±) tend to be scattered to opposite directions (figure 1(a)) viaQED-MC.Onefinds
more electrons of parallel/anti-parallel polarization in the upper (θ>0) / lower (θ<0) region, resulting in
slight asymmetry of electron distribution along θ infigure 1(b).We qualify such asymmetric distribution by
defining the averaged deflection angle qá ñ. The phenomenon is investigated in a large parameter regime as
shown infigures 1(b)–(e).We focus on theχe<1 region, e.g. Figure 1(b)where pair-production [28] is
suppressed [29]. The averaged deflection angle is calculated by repeating the collision for sufficient number of
times (106 times infigure 1(b) and and 105 times infigures 1(c)–(e)) under each set of parameters. For fixed
electron energy, largerfield strength can separate electrons of different initial spin-orientation to larger angles, as
shown infigure 1(b), while the deflection angle of spin-free electrons stays near zero as γ0?a0. The deflection
angle is slightly reducedwhen spin-flip is turned on. Since every electron flips only 0.18 time in average at
a0=150, γ0=1000 according to ourmodeling, themodification is sominor as shown infigure 1(b) that we
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will not include it in the following.We note that the spread of the scattered angle infigure 1(b) is a clear reflection
of the stochastic nature ofQEDphoton emission.

It should be noted that when the beamwaist is not included (no transverse ponderomotive scattering), as
illustrated infigure 1(c), the deflection angle scales linearly with a0 andweakly depends on γ0. The deflection
angle peaks in the area of higher a0 and smaller γ0 when there is afinite laser beamwaist, as shown in 1(d). By
comparing figure 1(c) to 1(d) one sees the amplification of the electron deflection induced by the transverse laser
ponderomotive force. The latter ismore effective for lower electron energies and stronger laserfields. The SG
force can also deflect electrons in a similar way, but at amuch smaller level (10−5 rad) as shown infigure 1(e).

We now focus on the ponderomotive oscillation of an electron during its collisionwith a plane-wave as
shown infigure 2(a).WhenRR force is included, since FRR∼γ2 the electron loses its energy during oscillation
such that thework done by RR force towards x-direction cannot be fully compensated by the one along the−x-

direction, i.e. ò òy y>F x F xd d
rise RR fall RR· ˆ · ˆ . Consequently the net work is non-zero in the half-period.

As seen infigure 2(a), in each half-period of the trajectory the damping force induces net negative/positive
momentum shiftDpx

RR (Δpx is used for convenience) for the concave-down/-up curve, denoted by down/up
black arrows infigure 2(a). For a spin-free electron, themomentum shifts in adjacent half-periods are nearly
equal in amplitude, exhibiting near-zero deflection effect.

This symmetry is brokenwhen spin is coupled to the RR force. One can find in equation (3) or in
equation (4) that electrons radiatemore energies when anti-paralleled toBrest. As a result, an electron
experiences larger (anti-parallel) or smaller (parallel) FRR compared to a spin-free electron. Take the electron
with spin parallel toBrest (Blab equivalently) as an example, in thefirst half-period themomentum shiftD +px (+
denotes initially paralleled spin) along the negative s×k direction is smaller compared to the spin-free case, as
shownby the shorter red arrow infigure 2(a). However, in the next half-period, the lasermagnetic field isflipped
while the spin orientation remains unchanged. The spin state is switched fromparallel to anti-parallel toBrest.
According to equation (4), the higher radiation power for anti-parallel spin corresponds to a largermomentum
shift, only that it is directed along the positive s×k axis, as shown by the longer red arrow infigure 2(a). By
integrating themomentum change along the x-direction, onefinds a net shift relative to the spin-free electron in
the s×k direction. For electron of anti-paralleled initial spin, the process is similar but the netmomentum shift
isflipped due to the opposite s×k vector.

Figure 1. (a)Collision between a polarized electron and a strong laser pulse. The electron propagates along−zdirection; the laser
propagates along z directionwith polarization along x. Electrons of different initial spin polarization, i.e. parallel (red)/anti-parallel
(blue), get deflected to opposite direction due to spin-dependent radiation-reactionwhile the spin-free electron (gray) stays
undeflected. (b)The deflection angle for different field strengthwith γ0=1000. Curves on the right are the angular distribution
of±polarized electrons after collision for a0=150,TFWHM=27fs andw0=2λ; the gray area is the difference between spin±.
Electron records are normalized in all cases. (c)–(e)Averaged deflection angle between spin±electrons without transverse
ponderomotive scattering ((c),w0=Inf), with ponderomotive scattering ((d),w0=2λ) and for the Stern–Gerlach deflection (e) in
the a0−γ0 parametric space.
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The analysis is validated from themomentum shiftDpx
RR at each time step infigures 2(b)–(c), where

D < D < D+ -p p px x x∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ in thefirst half-period and D > D > D+ -p p px x x∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ in the next. The electron always
experiences a netmomentum shift towards the s×k axis relative to the spin-free electron. This imbalance is
accumulated inmany oscillating periods and eventually builds up a significant deflection.

The accumulation of the spin-dependent deflection is clearly seen infigure 2(d)wherewe collide electrons of
γ0=1000with flat-top plane-wave pulse.We focus on the plateau (−5<ψ/2π<5) to exclude the effect of
the rising/falling edge.Here the classical equation ofmotionwith spin-dependent Gaunt factor is employed so
that the time-resolved dynamics are not influenced by stochastic effects fromQED-MC. The difference between
D px

in each half-period is presented (black and red bars). One can seeD +px
becomes greater thanD -px

after the
plateau begins (ψ/2π>−5) and the electron trajectories gradually diverge, with one shifted upwards/
downwards respect to the other. The deflection direction is determined by the s×k axis, which is exactly as
predictedwith ourmodel infigure 2(a). Good consistency is seen in theQED-MCmodeling from figure 2(d).
The slight discrepancy between theQED and classicalmodeling arises from the stochastic trajectories ofQED
that strongly diverge forψ/2π>0.However, the classical trajectory canwell reflect themomentum change of
theQED trajectories in theψ/2π<0 sectionwhere theQED trajectories still cluster by the classical one.

Figure 2.An electron collides with a flat-top laser pulse where the plateau region is−5<ψ/2π<5 for spin+/− (red/blue) and
spin-free (black). (a)Electron trajectories (curves) andmomentum change due toRR in x-direction in half-period (Δpx and arrows).
The lengths of arrows indicate the length of the vector. (b)–(c)The variation of vectorΔpRR along the collision time steps for adjacent
half-periods (‘×’ for (b), ‘·’ for (c)). Integrate the vectors along x and onewill getD px shown in (a). (d)The electron trajectories of
initially+/− polarized electron (red/blue lines) and the difference betweenD px accumulated in half-periods for classical radiation
(black bars) andQED-MC radiation (red bars).
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Wenote that in the rising edge of the pulse (−10<ψ/2π<−5), themomentum change fromRR is
inversed, i.e.D <D+ -p px x , as shownby the negative black bars. In this case, the increase of the field strength in the

rising edge dominates over the correction from spin-dependent radiation in terms of the RR force, therefore FRR
fall

overrides FRR
rise. The net work in x-direction is therefore opposite to that in the plateau region,

ò òy y>F x F xd d
fall RR rise RR· ˆ · ˆ . Accordingly, in the falling edgewe haveD > D+ -p px x again. The

counter-play between the field strength variation and the damping of γ can be clearly seen from g~ aFRR
2 2.

For further analysis of the ponderomotive effect, the electronmomentum is presented infigure 3 by
colliding the electronwith a flat-top laser of infinite beamwaist and beamwaistw0=2λ. Infigure 3, one can see
that px oscillates with constant amplitude during the plateauwhile the difference between+(red) and−(blue)
polarized electrons gradually builds up (black). Themomentumdiscrepancy (the black-solid) directly proves the
deflection by spin-dependent radiation. Such difference growsmuch quickerwith the help of ponderomotive
force ( ~ -F Epond

2) by comparing figure 3(a) to 3(b).Wefind that when the spin±electrons are separated
by the spin-dependent RR force the ponderomotive force will further increase the electrons’ spacing δx. The
difference of ponderomotive forces between spin±electrons is d d= ¶ ¶F F x xx x

pond pond · , which is always

positive for <x w 20∣ ∣ as
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Therefore dF x
pond is further increased by the spacing δx. As a result, a positive feedback between ponderomotive

effect and spin-dependent RR is built up.

4.Discussion

Now that the electronwith opposite spin-orientation tend to be scattered to opposite directions in a collision
with laser pulse, the averaged spin polarization therefore becomes inhomogeneous as a function of the scattered
angle.We consider an unpolarized electron bunch of γ0=1000with transverse size of 4λ and 12λ at e−1 with
energy spread of∼1%and angular divergence of 10mrad collidingwith a laser pulse of a0=150 viaQED-MC,
then the polarity of electrons ismeasured along y-direction (á ñsy ) for different scattering angle. The spin-flip
process is omitted due to lowflip-rate.We use a focused laser pulse [30] that expresses the components of the
field to thefifth order of diffraction angle. The pulse length is 27fs at FWHMand beamwaist is 2λ at e−1. In a
focused pulse the spin precession needs to be considered. Spin-vector precession is calculated by solving the
Thomas–Bargmann–Michel–Telegdi equation [20] . The electrons distribution stays symmetric along θ as
shown infigure 4(b)while á ñsy is anti-symmetric alongas shown infigure 4(c). The bunch get polarized along y
because the electronswith positive sy tend to be scattered upwardswhile thosewith negative sy downwards.
Experimentalmeasurement of this anti-symmetric phenomenon provides a newdegree of freedom to study the
quantumRR effect in addition to spin-free phenomena [7, 10, 31–33]. Effects of the electron beam energy spread
and angular divergence are illustrated infigure 4(c). Themechanism is robust under realistic electron beam
parameters. The deflection angle is dependent on the beamwaist of the driving laser, which favors smaller focal
spots, a natural consequence from the ponderomotive scattering. Considering that the polarization
measurement at precession of the order 0.01 is demanding for polarimeters [34], onemay alsomeasure the
asymmetric electron distribution for oppositely polarized electron beams as proposed in figure 1 to identify the
new effect.

Figure 3.Themomentum change of±polarized electrons (red/blue line) during collisionwith a flat-top laser withw0=2λ (a) and
infinite beamwaist (b). The difference between px is shown by the black lines.
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5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we investigate the collision of initially polarized electron and laser pulse andfind the deflection
due to spin-dependent radiation-reaction.We successfully interpreted such deflection by studying the
momentum losses during half-periods of phases for parallel and anti-parallel spin-state. It leads to non-
vanishing anti-symmetricmomentum shift during the collisionwhich builds up the deflection gradually. The
inhomogeneous polarity after collision is also observed for an unpolarized electron bunch. The newdegree of
freedomopens up the paths towards observing spin-dependentQED effects.
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